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Focus on Early Visibility



Problems

● Product-minded folks are not always included in the Pull Request (PR) 
review process, which can cause conflicts and poor overall user experience

● Valuable contributions get slowed down by inconsistent approval processes

● No clear process that empowers product managers to review nor a clear 
expectation for contributors to follow

● Roles and responsibilities are unclear



Objectives

● Propose and clarify a new process to receive product feedback and review

● Demonstrate the process to submit an item to the public roadmap

● Empower any product-minded person to get involved and help review 
submissions

● Learn by example!



Current Workflow 1. Unclear expectations about what 
product managers need

2. Too late in the process
3. Who approves? Based on what?



Proposed 
Workflow

Guidelines!

Guidelines!

Guidelines!



Does this need product review?



Does this need product review?



What information must Contributors include?



How should Product Managers evaluate a submission?



How should Product Managers evaluate?



Workshop Time!



Exercise 1

https://tinyurl.com/roadmap-entry

Let’s submit a product roadmap 
issue!

https://tinyurl.com/roadmap-entry


Exercise 2
Let’s review a submission!

https://github.com/orgs/openedx/projects/4/views/1 

https://github.com/orgs/openedx/projects/4/views/1


How to do product review, in 5 steps
1. Check the list of pending PRs by product review

a. https://tinyurl.com/review-entry  

2. Check that the ticket has at least the following information

a. What problem is solved by this PR?: An explanation about the problem that the change solves 

b. Scope/full specs of the feature

c. Which user roles will this change impact? Common user roles are "Learner", "Course Author", "Developer", and "Operator".

d. Screenshots or video with the functionality before and after

e. Provide links to the description of corresponding configuration changes. Remember to correctly annotate these 

changes.

https://github.com/orgs/openedx/projects/4/views/20
https://tinyurl.com/review-entry


3. If the above information is complete, evaluate the PR with the following criteria
a. The problem being solved by the feature or fix is clear.

b. There is clarity on how the change or fix will impact the end user.

c. It is clear that the change will not negatively impact users or other areas of the platform.

d. The change is implemented comprehensively.

e. The PR is not in conceptual conflict to a known community approach to a problem

4. Feel free to post your concerns, request more information, request changes, get involved 
in the process and follow up

5. When you approve or deny a PR remember to tag the corresponding repo owner, that 
person will be in charge of giving the final approval considering your comments

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1LLhoxzE03fbp4K1ahiOY3CxPY_LnAOUnsIkyIwHdFdY/edit#gid=0


Questions?



Where do we go from here?

Step 1…..

Before work on a 
PR even starts…



Where do we go from here?

Submit your contribution 
to the Open edX 
Roadmap EARLY!

Get feedback on 
implementation so it 
won’t be stalled in later 
review

Include all required 
product information 
EARLY so it’s ready when 
the PR is submitted

https://github.com/openedx/platform-roadmap/issues/new/choose


Where do we go from here?

Product 
specs 
complete

Submitted to 
Open edX 
Roadmap

Feedback 
integrated (if 
necessary)

PRs 
submitted

Quick and 
seamless 
review and 
approval



Recap

1. If you are planning a major contribution - put it on the roadmap

2. Include as much detail as possible in your roadmap and PR tickets

3. If you are a product-minded person, check out the roadmap and offer help 

on items that you have domain-knowledge of



Thanks!
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